An encryption processor, for storing encrypted data in a memory chip of a memory card, includes a FIFO memory for sequentially outputting m-bit data in response to a first signal, and an encryption key generator for generating m-bit encrypted keys (m being a positive integer) in response to a second signal and for sequentially outputting the keys in response to a third signal. A logic operator performs a logic operation on the data from the FIFO memory with the keys from the encryption key generator during a data write operation to sequentially encrypt the data. The logic operator performs a logic operation on the encrypted data received from a memory interface with the keys output from the encryption key generator during a data read operation in order to sequentially decode the encrypted data. The second signal is simultaneously generated with one of the write command or the read command.
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ENCRYPTION PROCESSOR OF MEMORY CARD AND METHOD FOR WRITING AND READING DATA USING THE SAME

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application is a continuation application of application Ser. No. 11/853,041 filed on Sep. 11, 2007, which claims priority to Korean Patent Application No. 10-2006-0087665, filed on Sep. 11, 2006, the subject matter of which is hereby incorporated by reference.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] 1. Field of the Invention
[0003] The present invention relates to a memory card, and more particularly, to an encryption processor of a memory card and a method of writing and reading data using the encryption processor.
[0004] 2. Description of the Related Art
[0005] Memory cards are used in digital devices for writing and reading information. Examples of digital devices are digital cameras, personal digital assistants (PDAs), portable music players, mobile phones, personal computers, etc. A memory card typically includes two chips, such as a flash memory and a control chip. Flash memories, embedded for example in recent, conventional memory cards, have relatively high capacity storage capabilities.
[0006] A memory card typically stores data from a digital device in the flash memory unencrypted. However, a flash memory can be dumped by monitoring a bus between the control chip and the flash memory, and the data can be easily intercepted. Accordingly, a control chip may include an encryption processor to encrypt the data to be stored in the flash memory.
[0007] An encryption processor typically encrypts predetermined data first, and stores the encrypted data in a first-in-first-out (FIFO) memory in predetermined units. An error correcting code (ECC) value of the data stored in the FIFO memory is calculated and stored in the flash memory. Additionally, when decoding the encrypted data, a flash interface reads the encrypted data from the flash memory, and then stores the encrypted data in the FIFO memory. A central processing unit (CPU) reads the encrypted data from the FIFO memory and delivers the encrypted data to an internal memory, such as a random access memory (RAM), an electrically erasable programmable read only memory (EEPROM) or NOR flash memory. At this point, the encryption processor decodes the encrypted data stored in the internal memory, so that the desired data can be obtained. However, the encryption processor typically takes a relatively long time when encrypting or decoding the data. Also, the CPU may become overloaded.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0008] An aspect of the present invention provides an encryption processor of a memory card for storing encrypted data in a memory chip. The encryption processor includes a first-in, first-out (FIFO) memory for sequentially outputting m-bit data in response to a first signal, and an encryption key generator for generating m-bit encryption keys (where m is a positive integer) in response to a second signal and for sequentially outputting the encrypted keys in response to a third signal. A logic operator performs a logic operation on the data output from the FIFO memory and the encrypted keys output from the encryption key generator during a data write operation to sequentially encrypt the data to obtain m-bit encrypted data. The encrypted data is sent to a memory interface. Also, a control circuit generates the first signal, the second signal and the third signal in response to a write command and a write address during the data write operation, the second signal and the write command being simultaneously generated.

[0009] The encryption processor may include an error detecting circuit for detecting an error in the encrypted data while the encrypted data is being sent from the logic operator to the memory interface. The error detecting circuit may use an error correcting code (ECC). The encryption key generator may use a data encryption standard (DES). Also, the logic operator may perform an XOR operation and the encrypted keys may be m-bit encrypted XOR keys. The encryption key generator may further include a register for storing the encrypted XOR keys, and an XOR key FIFO memory for temporarily storing the encrypted XOR keys received from the register, and for sequentially outputting the encrypted XOR keys in response to the third signal.

[0010] The encryption key generator may receive at least one initialization key in response to the second signal in order to generate the encrypted XOR keys. The encryption key generator may generate the same encrypted XOR keys when the initialization key is the same. Also, the initialization key used for encrypting the data may be used for decoding the encrypted data. The key generator may initially receive the initialization key in response to the second signal in order to generate a first m-bit encrypted XOR key, and may receive at least one of the encrypted XOR keys to generate subsequent m-bit encrypted XOR keys. The initialization keys used for encrypting the data may be stored in a memory.

[0011] Another aspect of the present invention provides an encryption processor of a memory card for retrieving m-bit encrypted data stored in a memory chip, including an encryption key generator, a logic operator and a control circuit. The encryption key generator generates m-bit encrypted keys in response to a first signal, and sequentially outputs the encrypted keys in response to a second signal. The logic operator performs a logic operation on the encrypted data sent from a memory interface with the encrypted keys output from the encryption key generator during a data read operation to sequentially decode the encrypted data. The control circuit generates the first and second signals in response to a read command and a data read address during the data read operation, the first signal and the read command being simultaneously generated.

[0012] Another aspect of the present invention provides an encryption processor of a memory card storing encrypted data in a memory chip. The encryption processor includes a FIFO memory for sequentially outputting m-bit data in response to a first signal, and an encryption key generator for generating m-bit encrypted keys in response to a second signal and for sequentially outputting the encrypted keys in response to a third signal. The encryption processor also includes a logic operator for performing a logic operation on the data output from the FIFO memory with the encrypted keys output from the encryption key generator during a data write operation in order to sequentially encrypt the data to obtain m-bit encrypted data, which is sent to a memory interface. The logic operator also performs a logic operation on the encrypted data received from the memory interface with the
encrypted keys output from the encryption key generator during a data read operation, in order to sequentially decode the encrypted data and send the decoded data to the FIFO memory. A control circuit generates the first signal, the second signal and the third signal in response to a write command and a write address during the data write operation, and generates the second signal and the third signal in response to a read command and a read address during the data read operation. The second signal is simultaneously generated with one of the write command or the read command. The memory chip may include a flash memory, and the memory card may include a subscriber identity module (SIM) card.

[0013] Yet another aspect of the present invention provides a method of writing and reading data to and from a memory chip of a memory card using an encryption key for encoding and decoding data, respectively. The method includes simultaneously generating a data write command and a signal to generate m-bit encrypted XOR keys, and generating the encrypted XOR keys at least in response to the generated signal; sequentially performing an XOR operation on m-bit data with the encrypted XOR keys to obtain encrypted data; and storing the encrypted data in the memory chip. The method further includes simultaneously generating a data read command and the signal to generate the encrypted XOR keys, and generating the encrypted XOR keys at least in response to the generated signal; reading the stored encrypted data from the memory chip; sequentially performing the XOR operation on the encrypted data with the encrypted XOR keys to obtain decoded data corresponding to the data; and sending the decoded data to one of an internal device of the memory card or an external device.

[0014] The data write command and a write address may be generated in the memory card, the data read command and the encrypted XOR keys may be generated in the memory card. Storing the encrypted data in the memory chip may include sending the data write command, a write address and the encrypted data to the memory card, and reading the stored encrypted data may include sending the data read command and a data read address to the memory card. The encrypted data may be stored in the memory chip in data units. Also, the encrypted data may be stored in a FIFO memory of the memory card.

[0015] The method may further include receiving initialization keys, which may be stored, from a central processing unit of the memory card, and generating the encrypted XOR keys when receiving the data write command and the data read command based on the initialization keys. The same encrypted XOR keys may be generated in response to the same initialization keys, and the same initialization keys used for encrypting the data may be used for decoding the stored encrypted data. The encryption key generator may not receive the initialization keys after generating a first m-bit encrypted XOR key of the XOR keys, but may receive the other m-bit encrypted XOR keys of the encrypted XOR keys as an input to continuously generate the encrypted XOR keys. The encrypted XOR keys may be stored in an XOR key FIFO of the encryption key generator.

[0016] The method of writing and reading data to and from a memory chip of a memory card may further include generating a first control signal and a second control signal in response to receiving the data write command and the write address. Performing the XOR operation may then include outputting the data from the FIFO memory in response to the first control signal, and outputting the encrypted XOR keys from the XOR key FIFO memory in response to the second control signal. The method may also include detecting data errors while transmitting the encrypted data to the memory chip, and calculating and storing an error correction value corresponding to the encrypted data.

[0017] The XOR operation may be performed on second m-bit data using a second m-bit encrypted XOR key to obtain second m-bit encrypted data, while first m-bit encrypted data, encrypted using a first m-bit encrypted XOR key, is being stored in the memory chip by a memory interface. Also, generating the encrypted XOR keys may further include reading the encrypted data from the memory chip in the memory interface according to the data read command and the data read address, as well as correcting data transmission errors according to the stored error correction value when transmitting the encrypted data from the memory interface.

[0018] Reading the encrypted data from the memory chip may also include generating a third control signal in response to receiving the data read command and the data read address, such that performing the XOR operation includes outputting the encrypted data from the memory interface in response to the third control signal, and outputting the encrypted XOR key from the XOR key FIFO memory in response to the second control signal. The decoded data may be stored in the FIFO memory.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

[0019] The embodiments of the present invention will be described with reference to the attached drawings, in which:

[0020] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a memory card system having an encryption processor, according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

[0021] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an encryption processor, according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

[0022] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an encryption key generator, according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

[0023] FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating a method of writing data using an encryption processor, according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

[0024] FIG. 5 is a timing diagram of a flash memory and operations in an encryption processor while writing data, according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;

[0025] FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating a method of reading data using an encryption processor, according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention; and

[0026] FIG. 7 is a timing diagram of a flash memory and operations in an encryption processor while reading data, according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0027] The present invention will now be described more fully with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which exemplary embodiments of the invention are shown. The invention, however, may be embodied in various different forms, and should not be construed as being limited only to the illustrated embodiments. Rather, these embodiments are provided as examples, to convey the concept of the invention to one skilled in the art. Accordingly, known processes, ele-
ments, and techniques are not described with respect to some of the embodiments of the present invention. Throughout the drawings and written description, like reference numerals will be used to refer to like or similar elements.

[0028] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a memory card system, including an encryption processor, according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention. The memory card system includes a memory card 10 and a host 20.

[0029] The host 20 may be any one of various devices capable of interfacing with a memory card, such as a computer system, a PDA, a digital camera, a mobile phone, a card reader, or the like. The memory card 10 is electrically connected to the host 20, and may be permanent or detachable. The memory card 10 may be any type of memory card incorporating a flash memory, for example, as a compact flash (CF) card, a smart media (SM) card, a memory stick, a multimedia card (MMC), a secure digital (SD) card, a subscriber identity module (SIM) card, and the like. The host 20 provides data write, read and erase commands to the memory card 10, as well as data address and control signals in accordance with these commands.

[0030] The memory card 10 writes data to and reads data from a flash memory 200 in response to the corresponding commands form the host 20. Referring to FIG. 1, the memory card 10 includes a control chip 100 and the flash memory 200. The control chip 100 controls receiving and transmitting data between the host 20 and the flash memory 200. The control chip 100 includes a host interface 110, a buffer memory 120, an encryption processor 130, a flash interface 140 and a central processing unit (CPU) 150.

[0031] The host interface 110 provides an interface between the host 20 and the memory card 10. The host interface 110 receives commands, addresses and control signals from the host 20, and delivers them to the CPU 150. The commands may include write, read and erase commands. The host interface 110 may incorporate interfaces having electrical connections in accordance with various standards or criteria, such as interfaces including, for example, Personal Computer Memory Card International Association (PCMCIA), Universal Serial Bus (USB), PlayStation2 (PS2), and the like.

[0032] The buffer memory 120 stores data, which will be written to the flash memory 200 or which are read from the flash memory 200. While writing data, the buffer memory 120 receives data to be written from the host interface 110. The buffer memory 120 may be a static random access memory (SRAM), for example.

[0033] The encryption processor 130 encrypts the data stored in the buffer memory 120 and delivers the encrypted data to the flash interface 140 in accordance with write operations. The encryption processor 130 also unencrypts (decodes) data read from the flash memory 200 and delivers the unencrypted data to the buffer memory 120 in accordance with read operations.

[0034] The flash interface 140 interfaces between the control chip 100 and the flash memory 200. The flash interface 140 sends the data encrypted by the encryption processor 130 to the flash memory 200 during a write operation. Additionally, the flash interface 140 sends encrypted data read from the flash memory 200 to the encryption processor 130 during a read operation.

[0035] The CPU 150 is a central processing unit and controls operations of the control chip 100. The CPU 150 controls the host interface 110, the buffer memory 120 and the encryption processor 130 according to commands, addresses and control signals received from the host interface 110.

[0036] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of the encryption processor 130 according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention. Referring to FIG. 2, the encryption processor 130 includes a control circuit 131, a first-in-first-out (FIFO) memory 132, an encryption key generator 133, an exclusive OR (XOR) operator 134 and an error correcting circuit (ECC) 135.

[0037] The control circuit 131 receives commands and addresses corresponding to data write, read and erase operations from the CPU 150, and generates control signals DFS, EES, XFS and FIS in response. The control circuit 131 controls the FIFO memory 132, the encryption key generator 133 and the error correcting circuit 135 of the encryption processor 130, as well as the flash interface 140, according to the control signals DFS, EES, XFS and FIS.

[0038] The FIFO memory 132 is a storage device configured to output data in the same order the data is input (e., first output the data that is first input). The FIFO memory 132 operates by means of a first-in-first-out list.

[0039] The FIFO memory 132 includes multiple m byte registers (not shown). During a write operation, the FIFO memory 132 sequentially receives m byte data D1, D2, . . . from the buffer memory 120 in response to the control signal DFS from the control circuit 131. The FIFO memory 132 then sequentially transmits the received m byte data D1, D2, . . . to the XOR operator 134. During a read operation, the FIFO memory 132 sequentially receives m byte data D1, D2, . . . from the XOR operator 134 in response to the control signal DFS from the control circuit 131, and then sequentially transmits the received m byte data D1, D2, . . . to the buffer memory 120. The control circuit 131 receives data write and data read commands for the flash memory 200 from the CPU 150 to generate the control signal DFS, and sends the control signal DFS to the FIFO memory 132 in response.

[0040] The encryption key generator 133 generates x bytes of XOR keys, or predetermined m-bit XOR keys (where m is a positive integer), which may be encrypted, in response to the control signal EES. More specifically, the encryption key generator 133 receives an encryption key EK and a master XOR key MK from the CPU 150 to generate multiple encrypted XOR keys XK1, XK2, . . . . When receiving the same encryption key EK and the same master XOR key MK from the CPU 150, the encryption key generator 133 generates the same XOR keys XK1, XK2, . . . . The encryption key generator 133 may include registers (not shown) for storing the multiple XOR keys XK1, XK2, . . . .

[0041] The encryption key EK and the master XOR key MK may be generated through the CPU 150, or an additional initialization key (not shown). The encryption key EK and the master XOR key MK used for encrypting predetermined m-bit data (where m is a positive integer) are identically used for decrypting the encrypted predetermined data. In order to accomplish this, the CPU 150 or an initialization key generator (not pictured) stores the encryption key EK and the master XOR key MK delivered to the encryption key generator 133, while encrypting the data. When decoding the encrypted data, the CPU 150 or the initialization key generator delivers the stored encryption key EK and the master XOR key MK in the encryption key generator 133. In an embodiment, the initialization key generator may be incorporated into the encryption key generator 133.
During a data write operation, the XOR operator 134 sequentially performs an XOR operation on the data D1, D2, . . . . provided by the FIFO memory 132, with the XOR keys Xk1, Xk2, . . . . generated by the encryption key generator 133, to provide encrypted data ED1, ED2, . . . . The XOR operator 134 sends the XOR operation results to the flash interface 140. The encrypted data ED1, ED2, . . . resulting from the XOR operation satisfy the following Equation 1, in which “U” indicates an XOR operation:

\[
D_1 \ U \ Xk1 = ED1 \\
D_1 \ U \ Xk1 = ED2 \\
\vdots \\
D_m \ U \ Xkm = EDm
\]

During a data read operation, the XOR operator 134 performs an XOR operation on the encrypted data ED1, ED2, . . . . provided by flash interface 140, with the XOR keys Xk1, Xk2, . . . . generated by the encryption key generator 133. In the data read operation, the XOR keys Xk1, Xk2, . . . . generated from the encryption key generator 133 are identical to the XOR keys Xk1, Xk2, . . . . used for previously encrypting the data D1, D2, . . . . The reason is that the CPU 150 or the initialization key generator delivers the same key to the master XOR key MK during the data write operation and the data read operation. Accordingly, the XOR operation results are the decoded data D1, D2, . . . . The decoded data D1, D2, . . . . satisfy the following Equation 2 according to the XOR operation property:

\[
ED1 \ U \ Xk1 = (D1 \ U \ Xk1) \ U \ Xk1 = D1 \\
ED2 \ U \ Xk2 = (D2 \ U \ Xk2) \ U \ Xk2 = D2 \\
\vdots \\
EDm \ U \ Xkm = (Dm \ U \ Xkm) \ U \ Xkm = Dm
\]

The error correcting circuit (ECC) 135 is connected between the flash interface 140 and the XOR operator 134 to correct transmission errors that may occur when the encrypted data ED1, ED2, . . . are transmitted. The error correcting circuit 135 calculates an error correcting code value of the encrypted data ED1, ED2, . . . and then stores it in the flash interface 140. The error correcting circuit 135 compares the error correcting code value with data during a data read operation to correct the data transmission error.

However, the error correcting circuit 135 may only detect errors when the encrypted data ED1, ED2, . . . . are being transmitted. In order to correct the detected errors, the error correcting circuit 135 remembers a bit with an error in the encrypted data ED1, ED2, . . . . Then, an XOR operation is performed on the encrypted data ED1, ED2, . . . . with the XOR keys Xk1, Xk2, . . . . for decoding the read data. At this point, it may be determined that the decoded data D1’, D2’, . . . (corresponding to the original data D1, D2, . . . ) have errors. To correct the errors, the CPU 150 receives each bit identified as having an error from the error correcting circuit 135, and then corrects the corresponding bit in the decoded data D1’, D2’, . . . . The corresponding bit error changes from logic 0 to logic 1 or from logic 1 to logic 0, according to the XOR operation property.

The encryption processor 130 simultaneously provides read and write commands and generates the XOR keys Xk1, Xk2, . . . . while writing and reading data to and from the flash memory 200. The encryption processor 130 performs an XOR operation on the data D1, D2, . . . . with the XOR keys Xk1, Xk2, . . . . generated during a data write operation to deliver the encrypted data ED1, ED2, . . . . Additionally, the encryption processor 130 performs an XOR operation on the encrypted data ED1, ED2, . . . . with the same XOR keys Xk1, Xk2, . . . . used in the data write operation to decode the encrypted data ED1, ED2, . . . . during a data read operation. The decoded data are then sent to the buffer memory 120. Accordingly, the time needed for encrypting the data D1, D2, . . . . and/or decoding the encrypted data ED1, ED2, . . . . is reduced, as compared to conventional methods.

The memory card using a conventional encryption processor uses a buffer memory as an intermediate medium for encrypting data or decoding encrypted data. However, the encryption processor 130 of the present embodiment does not require the buffer memory for encrypting data or decoding the encrypted data. Therefore, the memory card using the encryption processor 130 of the present embodiment requires fewer tasks of the CPU 150, as compared to conventional memory cards.

Fig. 3 is a block diagram of the encryption key generator 133 of Fig. 2, according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention. Referring to Fig. 3, the encryption key generator 133 includes a multiplexer 136, an encryption engine 137, an XOR key register 138 and an XOR key FIFO memory 139.

Referring to Fig. 3, the encryption key generator 133 receives an encryption key EK and a master XOR key MK from the CPU 150 to generate multiple XOR keys Xk1, Xk2, . . . . The multiplexer 136 selects one of the master XOR key MK delivered from the CPU 150 and the generated XOR keys Xk1, Xk2, . . . . The selected key(s) is provided to the encryption engine 137. The encryption engine 137 receives the encryption key EK from the CPU 150 and the key(s) delivered from the multiplexer 136, and sequentially generates the XOR keys Xk1, Xk2, . . . . The XOR register 138 stores the XOR keys Xk1, Xk2, . . . . which are generated by the encryption engine 137.

In an embodiment, the encryption engine 137 may use a data encryption standard (DES), for example, to generate the XOR keys Xk1, Xk2, . . . . The DES is an encryption tool developed by IBM, and is a public encryption system adopted by the U.S. National Bureau of Standards in 1974. A DES algorithm includes permutation, substitution and a modulo operation. The security of the public encryption system entirely depends on the keys. That is, encrypted data cannot be decoded into original data without the keys, and the keys cannot be determined even when the encrypted data and the original data are present. A one-way function, i.e., a hammering function, is used in an encryption field. In the one-way function, y can be easily obtained by x, but x cannot be obtained by y, in y=f(x). That is, the encrypted data can be obtained from the original data by using the key, but the original data cannot be obtained from the encrypted data without the key.
The XOR key FIFO memory 139 temporarily stores the XOR keys $X_K1$, $X_K2$, ... stored in the XOR register 138. The XOR key FIFO memory 139 sequentially transmits the XOR keys $X_K1$, $X_K2$, ... into the XOR operator 134 in response to the control signal XFS.

Fig. 4 is a flowchart illustrating a method of writing data using the encryption processor 130, according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention. Fig. 5 is a timing diagram of the flash memory 200 and the corresponding operations in the encryption processor 130 while writing data. Fig. 5 indicates the operations in the encryption processor 130 in relation to exemplary signaling on known pins, such as the control pins command latch enable (CLE), address latch enable (ALE), chip enable (CE), write enable (WE), and read enable (RE), as well as the data input/output pins (I/Ox). Referring to Figs. 4 and 5, a method of writing the data to the flash memory is as follows.

In step S10, a data write command and XOR keys are generated, which may occur simultaneously. In particular, during a data write operation, the CPU 150 sends the data write command and addresses to the control circuit 131 of the encryption processor 130. The CPU 150 also causes the data which is to be written to the flash memory 200 to be sent from the host interface 110 to the buffer memory 120. The data stored in the buffer memory 120 are then sent to the FIFO memory 132, where it is stored, e.g., in predetermined units. Additionally, the CPU 150 sends the keys Fk and MK to the encryption key generator 133, which are used for encrypting the data to be written in the flash memory 200. The CPU 150 may also send the keys Fk and MK in a register (not shown). The XOR keys are generated, using the keys Fk and MK, in response to a control signal AES sent from the control circuit 131. The control signal AES may be generated and/or sent simultaneously with the write command.

The encryption key generator 133 receives the keys Fk and MK from the CPU 150 and generates XOR keys $X_K1$, $X_K2$, ... referring to Fig. 5, the XOR keys $X_K1$, $X_K2$, ... are generated in each step and may be predetermined. Referring to Fig. 5, the encryption key generator 133 generates XOR keys $X_K1$, $X_Kn$ before an address is sent to the flash memory 200. The generated XOR keys $X_K1$, $X_Kn$ are stored in the XOR key FIFO memory 139 of the encryption key generator 133.

At this point, the XOR operator 134 receives the previously stored data $D_1$, $D_n$ from the FIFO memory 132 in response to the control signal DIFS, and receives the previously stored XOR keys $X_K1$, $X_Kn$ from the XOR key FIFO memory 139 in response to the control signal XIFS. Then, as indicated by step S12 of Fig. 4, the XOR operator 134 performs an XOR operation on the data $D_1$, $D_n$ with the XOR keys $X_K1$, $X_Kn$ in order to generate encrypted data $E_D1$, $E_Dn$. In response to a control signal FIS, the encrypted data $E_D1$, $E_Dn$ are stored in the flash memory 200 in step S14.

Referring to Fig. 5, while storing the encrypted data $E_D1$, $E_Dn$ in the flash memory 200, the encryption key generator 133 of the encryption processor 130 generates XOR keys $X_K(n+1)$, $X_K(2n)$, which are stored in the XOR key FIFO memory 139. The XOR operator 134 then performs an XOR operation on the data $D(n+1)$, ... $D(2n)$ with the XOR keys $X_K(n+1)$, $X_K(2n)$ to generate the encrypted data $E_D(n+1)$, $E_D(2n)$.

Likewise, while storing the generated encrypted data $E_D(n+1)$, $E_D(2n)$ in the flash memory 200, the encryption key generator 133 generates XOR keys $X_K(2n+1)$, $X_K(3n)$, which are stored in the XOR key FIFO memory 139. The XOR operator 134 then performs an XOR operation on the data $D(2n+1)$, ... $D(3n)$ with the XOR keys $X_K(2n+1)$, $X_K(3n)$ to generate encrypted data $E_D(2n+1)$, $E_D(3n)$.

Referring again to Fig. 5, successive sets of XOR keys are generated while (or after) a set of data is encrypted and sent to the flash memory 200 to be stored. However, the present invention is not limited to this embodiment. The encryption key generator 133 may generate multiple sets of XOR keys during a data write command, and then store them in the XOR key FIFO memory 139.

As stated above, in step S12 of Fig. 4, an XOR operation is performed on the data with the XOR keys. More particularly, the control circuit 131 generates the control signals DIFS and XIFS, which it respectively transmits to the FIFO memory 132 and the XOR key FIFO memory 139 of the encryption key generator 133. In response to the control signal DIFS, the FIFO memory 132 sends previously stored data to the XOR operator 134. In response to the control signal XIFS, the XOR key FIFO memory 139 sends a previously stored XOR key to the XOR operator 134. The XOR operator 134 performs the XOR operation on the data with the XOR key in order to generate the encrypted data.

In step S14, the encrypted data $E_D1$, $E_D2$, ... are stored in the flash memory 200. The flash memory 200 of Fig. 1 is shown as being separate from the control chip 100, but the present invention is not limited to that configuration. For example, the memory card 10 may include control chip 100 and the flash memory 200 in one chip, without departing from the spirit and scope of the present invention.

Fig. 6 is a flowchart illustrating a method of reading data using an encryption processor 130, according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention. Fig. 7 is a timing diagram of a flash memory and corresponding operations in an encryption processor 130 while reading data. Referring to Figs. 6 and 7, a method of reading data from the flash memory 200 is as follows.

In step S20, the data read command and XOR keys $X_K1$, $X_K2$, ... are generated, which may occur simultaneously. During a data read operation, the CPU 150 sends the data read command and an address to the control circuit 131. The CPU 150 sends the keys Fk and MK to the encryption key generator 133, which are used for encrypting the data. Accordingly, the keys Fk and MK are used for encryption and are used to decode encrypted data. The encryption key generator 133 receives the encryption key Fk, and the master XOR key MK from the CPU 150 in order to generate multiple XOR keys $X_K1$, $X_K2$, ... The XOR keys may be generated, using the keys Fk and MK, in response to a control signal AES sent from the control circuit 131. The control signal AES may be generated and/or sent simultaneously with the data read command.

Referring to Fig. 7, after inputting a data read command, there is enough time for generating the XOR keys $X_K1$, $X_K2$, ... until the data are read. The generated XOR keys $X_K1$, $X_K2$, ... are stored in the XOR key FIFO memory 139.

In step S22, an XOR operation is performed on the encrypted data with the predetermined XOR key for decoding. The control circuit 131 receives a data read command from the CPU 150 and an address in order to generate the control signals DIFS and XIFS. In response to the control signal
FIS, the flash interface 140 sequentially transmits the predetermined encrypted data \( ED_1, ED_2, \ldots \) into the XOR operator 134, as illustrated in FIG. 7. Further, in response to the control signal XFS, the predetermined XOR keys \( XK_1, XK_2, \ldots \) stored in the XOR key FIFO memory 139, are sequentially transmitted into the XOR operator 134. The XOR operator 134 performs an XOR operation on the encrypted data \( ED_1, ED_2, \ldots \) with the XOR keys \( XK_1, XK_2, \ldots \) in order to decode the encrypted data \( ED_1, ED_2, \ldots \) to obtain decoded data \( D_1, D_2, \ldots \). The decoded data \( D_1, D_2, \ldots \) are sent to the FIFO memory 132.

In step S24 of FIG. 6, the decoded data \( D_1, D_2, \ldots \) are sent to an external device, such as the host 20 or an internal block of the control chip 100, for example. The CPU 150 causes the data stored in the FIFO memory 132 in step S22 to be sent to the buffer memory 120. The data transmitted to the buffer memory 120 may pass through the CPU 150, and are then sent to the external device.

According to an encryption processor and the method for writing and reading data using the encryption processor of the present invention, XOR keys are generated while writing and reading data, such that data can be encrypted or decrypted quickly, as compared to traditional methods. Furthermore, the CPU will be required to perform fewer tasks.

While the present invention has been described with reference to exemplary embodiments, it will be apparent to those skilled in the art that various changes and modifications may be made without departing from the spirit and scope of the present invention. Therefore, it should be understood that the above embodiments are not limiting, but illustrative.

What is claimed is:

1. An encryption processor of a memory card for storing encrypted data in a memory chip, the encryption processor comprising:

   a first-in, first-out (FIFO) memory for sequentially outputting m-bit data (m being a positive integer) in response to a first control signal;

   an encryption key generator for generating m-bit encrypted XOR keys in response to a second control signal and for sequentially outputting the encrypted XOR keys in response to a third control signal;

   a logic operator for performing an XOR operation on the data output from the FIFO memory and the encrypted XOR keys output from the encryption key generator during a data write operation to sequentially encrypt the data to obtain m-bit encrypted data, the encrypted data being sent to a memory interface; and

   a control circuit for generating the first control signal, the second control signal and the third control signal in response to a write command and a write address during the data write operation, the first control signal being provided to the FIFO memory, and the second and third control signals being provided to the encryption key generator.

* * * * *